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V.-THE DYING ALEXANDER OF THE UFFIZI 
GALLERY AND THE GIGANTOMACHIA 

OF PERGAMUM. 

No. 318, of the sculptures in the Uffizi collection, has long been 
known as the Dying Alexander. This name has been retained for 
want of a better, archaeologists having come to no agreement 
concerning it further than a general recognition of the truth of 
Otfried Mueller's remark (Ancient Art and its Remains, ? I29, 

Note 4): "The head of the Dying Alexander at Florence is an 

archaeological enigma." The work represents the head of a young 
man whose beardless face is turned to the right and upward. The 

agonized tension of the eyebrow muscles and the open lips con- 

spire with this turn of the countenance to express deep physical or 
mental suffering; akin to that of the Laocoon, it is represented by 
the same means. Long and wavy hair, rising from the forehead 
and falling, manelike, down either side of the face, serves as a frame 
to this picture of pain. The work has undergone considerable 

injuries and has been subjected to much restoration; according to 
H. Meyer, a large portion of the hair on the back of the head 
and of the curls about the face is new, also most of the nose, 
and the breast and shoulders with part of the neck. 

As the pedestal has engraved upon it the name ALESSANDRO, 
the identification with Alexander the Great is probably as old as 
the restoration. It is not without interest to trace it to the com- 

plex misapprehension on which it rests. Plutarch, Alex. M. 4, 
writes as follows: Triv /Lev ouv itsav TroV acoLaros ol AvoLTTTretot /IdXLAra 

rWV adUptavrTov fJtLbaLvovLtv, Vf) OV LOVVOV Kaal avTroS lt0ov 7rXTaTTre0Oa. Kal 

yap a flaeXLrra 7roXXoL TrWv otaooXOv v(arepov Kai rTWv I)tLov atrrEJLtoaVTro, T)V T' 

aVarlartv Tro a3xevos elS eIvVVaLOv 7 TvX;j KEKXL/ifVOV, Kat TrV vyporrla rcv 

oflAarTov, 8LareT7pr?lKev aKpt3pjOS 6 reXvyiTrl. Another passage that may 
very probably have had to do with the naming of the bust is 
Plutarch de Alex. M. virtute aut fortuna II, 2: Avatbrrrov &e TO 7rpCrov 

'AXkeavspov 7rXacravros avoo l3t7rovra rT rrpoor7rr) 7rpos' rov ovpavov, (&r-7rEp 

avTro ElfeL \tBX7ELv 'AXegavapos, c-)vx, 7rapEyK\LVOv 7 TOpd rx\ov, EireypaftE 

TtS OVK aTarradv)o ' 

avaacroOvr T' eOLKIKV s XaXKVEO E c' A-a XE *or'tov' 

yav v7r' ELaOL T7Oeat,a, ZeV o-V 8 "OXv/MTrov eXc. 
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THE DYING ALEXANDER. 

asd Kal piovov 'AXVeavapo IKE?XEVE AVTL7r'ov etK#ovas avrov OrqLLOVpyElv' 1.6VOs 

yap ov1TOro)s (EOLKE KareLKT?vve rfT XaXKC) rO ytos avrov Kal 6vveqepe rTrj Mopfr 

rrjv aperrj)v Ol Ee anXXoL TT rv a7ro(Tpo/rjv roOv paX)XOv Kal 7TV o6iarTcov TJrv 

aLaXVidyL Kal vyporrqTa /ILFeLc'OaL OE'XOvreS Ov 8aLe(vTVXaTTov avrov rT dppevoirov 

KaL XEovrSOes. Misled by a more fancied than real resemblance to 
known portraits of Alexander, as that in the Louvre (Mueller's 
Denkmaler der alten Kunst, No. I58), the restorers made bold to 
recognize in the upward gaze and the sideward inclination of the 
head the historical peculiarities idealized by Lysippus. Nor do I 
think the circumstance of the marble head leaning to the right, 
while Alexander's leaned to the left, was taken into any account 

by readers as uncritical as the restorers or namers of this bust 
must have been. 

Apart from the lack of evidence for the traditional appellation, 
it is hardly possible to believe that a Greek sculptor could have 
conceived so fanciful a piece of portraiture as it assumes. Unwar- 
ranted as it is by any of the circumstances of Alexander's death, 
it would certainly be an isolated phenomenon in the world of 
ancient sculpture. This is a conclusion forced upon every reader 
of G. Oertel's careful Beitraege zur ilteren Geschichte der statuar- 
ischen Genrebildnerei bei den Hellenen (Leipziger Studien II, p. I.) 

The style of the work justifies ascribing its origin to the last 
period of Greek art before the Alexandrine. This connects it 
with the schools of Rhodes and Pergamum, with the Laocoon and 
the Dying Gaul. The discovery of the Pergamene marbles was 
destined to shed light on the " archaeological enigma." 

Conze was first struck by the manifestation of a Pergamene 
character in the resemblance of the Alexander to the head of a 
young giant in the great Gigantomachia. He takes note of the 
likeness on page 52 of the provisional publication Bericht fiber die 
Ergebnisse der Ausgrabungen von Pergamon, pointing out that it 
is an unsought corroboration of the date previously assumed for 
the Florentine head. The outline cut D on p. 53 of the Bericht 
is not such as to admit of a scrutiny of the resemblance; but this 
certainly does not seem to imply more than close relationship of 
style. Still, I think the later work can be so placed as to shed 
direct light on the Pergamene sculptures, while becoming itself 
less enigmatical. Plate IV of the Bericht is a fine cut of the 
Athena group of the great frieze. Athena, easily recognized by 
her shield and aegis, has seized a young four-winged giant, whose 
body and limbs are altogether human, by the hair. Her snake 
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has entwined itself about his limbs and rendered him helpless; it 
was probably also biting him. His doom is sealed, as is that of 
his brethren; Ge, rising, near by, out of the ground, is powerless 
to save her child, for already Nike brings Athena the crown of 
victory. It has been noticed that the care taken by the artist to 
leave the magnificent torso unhidden by the folds of the serpent 
suggests the Laocoon, where the same caution is conspicuous. The 
head, thrown back in despair, reminds us of the Alexander. The 
pendant to this group was that represented on Plate III; here also 
a god has overcome a young giant of human figure. To quote 
Conze: "Mightiest of all the gods, Zeus, in wide wind-blown 
mantle, his body uncovered, strides in battle; his head, unhappily, 
is lost, his right hand wielded a thunderbolt, with his left he 
advances the aegis, his shield and weapon. On either side a van- 
quished giant falls; the one to the left with the shield, his thigh 
bored through and through by the three-pronged, flaming light- 
ning-bolt, raises his right hand in supplication; he to the right, in 
front of the god below the aegis, rests on his knee and with his 
left hand seizes his right shoulder-as if struck there, was my 
notion. But Herr Bode recognizes in this motion, in the knotted 
muscles of the right arm, in the contracted sides, a being actually 
writhing in a fit before the god's aegis. As I hear, he has the 

approval of physicians, and his explanation is one not at variance 
with the spirit of these reliefs." The face of this fallen giant is 
broken off, but it is highly probable that in the " Dying Alexander " 
we have a copy of the head that once occupied this place. The 
giant whose skin-covered arm is outstretched above this one's 
head has been found imitated on a Roman sarcophagus, so that 
there is nothing remarkable in the supposition advanced; for its 
substantiation it must depend on the coincidence of the required 
and given features. As this is a question to be decided by the 
eyes rather than by the understanding, I have prepared a drawing 
of the giant with the head restored, that is to say, copied in from a 

photograph of the Alexander taken before the finds at Pergamum 
were made. It is noteworthy that I did not have to alter the angle 
of vision, inasmuch as this shows that the point of view most 

advantageous for the Alexander naturally presents the head in the 

position which is the only possible one in the relief. I have taken 
no liberties other than making a few changes in the restored por- 
tions of the hair and slightly lengthening one side of the neck 
above the giant's left shoulder. This last was necessary in order 
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to direct the giant's gaze to the aegis that, whatever we may think 
of Herr Bode's remarkable suggestion, so strongly affects him. 

As the appropriateness of the expression of the giant's recovered 
face is self-evident, the perfect correspondence with that of the 
match figure in the pendant group, the giant subdued by Athena, 
is the only thing that remains to be pointed out. A subtle Greek 
sense of proportion would require the adversary of the greater 
god to be cast in a larger mould, and this holds good of the pair. 
Perhaps the rather too large proportions I have given to the head 
exaggerate this impression. 

It is a curious corroboration of the theory advanced that Over- 
beck (Kunstarch. Vorles., p. 137, quoted by Wieseler in Miiller's 
DAK.), seeing in the Florentine bust the expression of " a sudden, 
surprising pain," suggested an altogether analogous subject: " Cap- 
aneus, at the moment when Zeus' thunderbolt strikes him in the 
neck and is about to hurl him from the scaling-ladder." 

ALFRED EMERSON. 
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